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HOMEWARE

▲ SWAROVSKI 

Add a touch of sparkle to your 
holiday decor with the new ‘Crystal 
Living’ star. In addition to other crystal 
creations, including the comet, the 
tree topper and the bell, the star  
will add an eye-catching element  
of dazzle to your Christmas tree. 
www.swarovski.com

WHERE NOW   | FOCUS

▲ BACI HOME & BRIDE 

Whether you’re looking for an objet 
d’art or an item of linen, Baci Home& 
Bride’s high-quality Italian fabrics 
are the perfect gift for home lovers. 
All items, which are customizable 
and can be made to measure, are 
created using either simple or more 
elaborate fabrics such as jacquards, 
embroidered and printed fabrics and 
bridal lace. Best-sellers include quilts, 
bed covers and duvet sets, pillows 
and decorative cushions, bed linen, 
tableware and bathroom accessories. 
www.bacihomeandbride.it

▼ CULTI MILANO 

‘Gift Set’, Culti Milano’s latest collection, makes a perfect 
present for the sleek and stylish someone in your life. 
Beautifully packaged gift boxes containing the best of 
the Italian brand’s production, an icon in the world of 
home fragrances. This exquisite set of three gold scented 
candles is also available in the champagne version. 
www.culti.com

► NEUHAUS MAÎTRE 

CHOCOLATIER 

Luxury handmade gift 
boxes containing an 
assortment of dark, milk 
and white chocolate 
pralines enhanced with 
a mixture of chopped 
walnuts, almonds and 
sugar. The perfect gift 
for everyone on your 
Christmas list this year! 
www.neuhaus-cioccolato.it

▼ NOBERASCO 1908 

The new Noberasco collection 
for Christmas focuses on the 
atmosphere and colours of 
American circuses. The plexiglass 
‘Qub'otto Circus’ box contains an 
assortment of dried fruit, soft  
fruit or chocolate-covered fruit:  
a delightful, brightly-coloured  
gift idea. www.noberasco1908.it

▼ ARMANI/DOLCI 

www.armanidolci.com

TO TASTE

► PODERI

LUIGI EINAUDI 

At this time of gift giving, 
wine undoubtedly makes 
an excellent present. 
Indulge friends and 
family with this fabulous 
selection proposed by 
the historic Langhe-based 
Piedmont winery: a gift 
pack containing 2, 3 or 6 
bottles including Dogliani, 
Dogliani Superiore, Barolo, 
Nebbiolo, Barbera and 
Pinot Grigio.  
www.poderieinaudi.com

◄ PECK  

A brand new limited edition, 
this pistachio, coffee and 
white chocolate Panettone, 
created by Peck’s master 
pastry chefs, is an absolute 
must for discerning palates. 
A Christmas cake featuring 
a perfectly balanced blend 
of unique, sophisticated 
flavours.  
www.peck.it

◄ ILLY CAFFÈ 

The latest creation in the ‘illy Art 
Collection’ is designed by Italian 
photographer Maurizio Galimberti who 
achieved fame through his Polaroid 
mosaics. By shooting and arranging the 
Polaroid's into grids, Galimberti's subjects 
become abstract, giving the viewer a 
multiple dimensional perspective of 
each subject. Highlights include the 
iconic landmarks of several Italian cities 
including Trieste, Venice, Milan, Florence, 
Pisa and Rome. www.illy.com

▲ VENINI 

The new Venini Fall/Winter 2017/18 
collection expresses all the power 
of the colours of nature. Featuring 
full, rounded shapes, the ‘Gusci’ 
vases pictured here are blown and 
handcrafted using the ‘Murrine’ 
technique to form a shiny coral-
coloured outer shell. www.venini.com
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